
Who wants to be rapid and strong? Everybody wants!

And little dinosaurs, living on the wonderful Dino-island, also

want to be rapid and strong. What needs to do for this purpose?

It is necessary to engage in sports activities! For this reason,

our dino-babies train every day on a Dino-stadium: they hurry

to the finish at full lick, overcome obstacles, jump from spring-

boards, trying the first to cross a finish line and obtain a prize,

such as a basket, filled with bananas.

“DINO SPORT” – is a game-race for all family, where a player wins

a victory, if his dinosaur finished first. The participants of competition may

need not only success but also smart performance for overcoming of obsta-

cles, such as rivers, ripraps, bushes and barriers.

In order to simplify mastering of rules of the game, the following

stages are used:

1. Warm-up activities: dinosaurs run on the field from the moment

of throw of a cube, overcoming obstacles (rivers and ripraps), pictured on a

map.

2. Dino runs, dino jumps: springboards are added to the game, by

means of which dinosaurs are able to jump highly, overcoming obstacles

within the shortest possible time.

3. We can win the race: before the beginning of a race players place

additional obstacles on the field, such as barriers and bushes. It will be needed

not only successfully to throw a cube but also to think, how to make diffi-

culties to the competitor. 

It is possible at once to begin to play, using all components of the

game. In this case you should read rules to the end and begin to play. And it

is possible at first to conduct 3 training gaming sessions, gradually adding

bushes, springboards, barriers and extending possibilities of the game.

You get to choose!

The number of players – 2-4

The time of game`s session – 15–25 min
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Which components are included to the play set?

Game board

Dino figures - 4 pieces Bushes - 4 pieces

Barriers - 2 pieces

Springboards - 4 pieces

Dice
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Game Rules

1.Preparation to the game

1. Place the game board on a table.

2. Collect bushes, barriers and springboards, as shown on a picture:

3. The First player should be defined by way of throw up a dice. The

first player will be considered a player with a larger digital symbol on a dice.

4. It is necessary to choose di-

nosaurs, starting from the First

player and clockwise. Every player

chooses a figure of dinosaur and

places it on game board within the

starting area of a path with the same

colour as the chosen dinosaur.

5. Players are agreed among them-

selves, how many circles of a distance should be covered by their dinosaurs

on the board. In default of agreement between the players, one circle of a

distance should be covered by dinosaurs.

2. Winning a game

A player wins a victory, if his

dinosaur finished first, running the

established number of circles.

Important!

In the course of the game dinosaurs can

change a path on which they run. But they should finish on the same

path, on which they began to run! Dinosaur, crossing a finish line and

being on a path of another player, should to cover an additional distance (one

circle) instead of winning a victory.
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3. Sequence of game turn

The First player makes a turn at first, then the next player makes a

turn clockwise and then all participants of the game in this manner will make

turns. Then the First player again makes a turn.

4. Warming up

1. At the beginning of making a turn the player should perform one

of the following three actions:

to run forward on a path, on which his dinosaur stands;•

to change a path;•

to remain in place, missing a move.•

2. If a player chooses a movement on a path forward, then he throws

a dice and then a dinosaur moves forward through such number of cells, how

many points will be pictured on a dice: 1 point corresponds one cell. It is not

possible to run back, except in cases, specially indicated in the rules.

There are four types of cells on the game board, as follows:

a starting cell – is a cell, from which dinosaurs begin the game;•
a race path – is an ordinary cell, painted for a certain one colour,•
chosen from 4 colours;

a river – is a wet and slippery place from which a player should•
get out with difficulties;

riprap – is a place with shaky structure; it is possible to run back•
here, but it is impossible to stop here.

If dinosaur begins motion from a starting cell or

from a race path, he runs in the usual way.

If dinosaur goes through the cell of river or the cell of riprap, then

one point should be spent for one such cell in the same manner as for any or-

dinary cell of the board.

Starting
cell

RiverRace
path

Riprap
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If dinosaur begins motion from

the cell of river, then two points should

be deducted from the result of throw of

a dice (for example, if a player threw a

dice with the result of 5 points, then he

has (5-2) only 3 points for further running).

If dinosaur finished a motion on

ripraps, he should make one move back,

standing on the previous sell.

If other dinosaur appeared on a

path, then a dinosaur of the player

should stop before him; it is not pos-

sible to jump over other dinosaur (for

example, a player threw a dice with

the result of 5 points, but other di-

nosaur stands on the fourth cell; accordingly,

a dinosaur of the player can pass only through 3 cells).

3. If a player changes a path, he

can move his dinosaur to the cell of any

other path on the same line. Furthermore

it is impossible to occupy a cell on which

other dinosaur stands already.

Important!

On some cells dinosaur cannot be placed in full. In this case it is nec-

essary to put him so that his front paws appeared necessarily on a cor-

responding cell.
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5. Dino runs, dino jump

Did you warm up sufficiently? It is an appropriate time to jump!

Springboards should be added to the game.

At preparation to starting the game every player gets one springboard

for his dinosaur. Before starting the game the players should agree in the mat-

ter of placing of their springboards:

the first variant – players install springboards on paths before•
starting the game, and their location is not changed.

the second variant – every player can install a springboard in the•
process of the game on any cell, but it is necessary to do before

making throw a dice. A springboard will remain here to the end

of competition. 

In any case, springboards cannot be installed in rivers and on ripraps.

If players did not agree, the first variant is used.

If a dinosaur of the player begins motion from the cell, where a

springboard stands, he should throw a dice twice and two results should be

added; the number of cells for motion of his dinosaur will be equal to the re-

sult of the above addition.

If dinosaur stands on a cell with a springboard in the process of mo-

tion (i.e. he ends motion, standing on this cell, notwithstanding he can go

ahead), in this case 2 points should be added to the results of throw of a dice

(for example: a

player throws a

dice with the re-

sult of 6 points

and he stands on a

springboard on the

second cell in the process of

motion. He should add 2 points to

6 points; and he obtained 8 points for motion in summation).

Important!

If dinosaur returns on a cell, where a springboard stands (for example,

if he ends motion on a cell with ripraps, or if he is not able to overcome

an obstacle standing at the back of a springboard), then this springboard

is considered already used and it does not bring any bonuses for motion. At
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the beginning of the next turn a springboard will be working again.

6. We can win the race!

It is an appropriate time to complicate a task. We will add new obsta-

cles to the game.

At preparation to starting the game, in addition to actions, per-

formed by players before, the following actions were executed:

1. Players install 2 barriers on the board. The barriers are installed

across race paths, covering them by one line. The places of installation of

barriers should be chosen by arrangement of players, at the same time the

barriers cannot be installed in the river, on stones or in a starting area. If play-

ers did not agree between each other, they should install barriers in those

places, which are indicated in the rules, and exactly this variant we recom-

mend for the first games.

2. Every player in turn, beginning from the First player, takes one

bush and places it on any cell of any path, except

the cells of the river, ripraps, the cells on

which barriers stand already, and in the

starting area.

It is not possible to place 2 bushes

on one path; if a bush stands on one cell of

the path already, it is prohibited to place

any other bushes on the cells of this path.
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Important!

It is not allowed to install two obstacles in succession on a path, for

example, a barrier on the first cell and a bush on the next cell.

In the course of the game:

For the purpose to jump over a

bush, a player should spend 2 points,

and for the purpose to jump over a

barrier, a player should spend 3

points.

If points are not enough, a

player stops his dinosaur on a cell be-

fore an obstacle, which he was not able

to jump over.

Now you are ready to take part in dino-cross country running!

Dear players! We conduct the most careful control of quality of our products. Nev-
ertheless, sometimes the cases of supplying with the damaged components or their
shortage are possible. Should it happen with you, please, inform us, and we will pro-
vide the missing components or will replace the damaged components. Contact us on
our web-site: www.bombatgame.com
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